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1.1.1.1. IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction 

1.1. This manual provides guidance for official boats operating within the Field of Play 
Competition Areas during the London 2012 Olympic Sailing competition. 

1.2. It is presented as a single document as there are many shared elements, and it is 
important that all understand the other types of boats on the water. 

1.3. It is structured as follows: 

1.3.1 Section 2:  
General principles and guidance for all drivers and crew of Media, Marshall 
and Spectator Boats. 

1.3.2 Section 3: 
Broadcast and media boat guidelines 

1.3.3 Section 4: 
Marshal boat guidelines 

1.3.4 Section 5: 
Olympic Family and International Sailing Federation spectator boat guidelines 

1.3.5 Section 6: 
Omega repeater boat guidelines 

1.3.6 Section 7: 
Omega support boat guidelines 

1.3.7 Section 8: 
Super sub and on the water medical boat guidelines 

1.4. Any updates to this manual will be posted at the Venue and notified at the regular 
briefing sessions. 
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Section 2: Section 2: Section 2: Section 2:     Information for all boatsInformation for all boatsInformation for all boatsInformation for all boats    

2.2.2.2. OverOverOverOver----arching parching parching parching principlesrinciplesrinciplesrinciples    

2.1. The safety and security of athletes, officials and passengers is paramount. Those in 
charge of boats should pay particular attention to the sections describing the safety 
briefing and the wearing of PFDs and engine kill cords in RIBS. 

2.2. Athletes are not allowed to receive any outside assistance during a race. Support 
boats shall not attempt to talk to an athlete, provide information or otherwise interfere 
with an athlete during racing. 

2.3. Whilst the activities of all official boats are essential to support the competition, no 
actions by any media, spectator, marshal, security or other support boat should 
interfere with the fairness of the competition, except in emergency situations. This 
includes operating the boat in a way that may generate the following effects: 

2.3.1 Hull or propeller generated wash or waves, generating positive or negative 
impact on athlete boat speed; 

2.3.2 Wind shadow. 

If any boat believes their actions may have impacted racing, they should notify the 
Course Race Officer at the first reasonable opportunity. 

2.4. These guidelines have been written to ensure that all those who need to be on the 
water to discharge their roles are able to do so. This requires every boat on the water 
to adhere to these guidelines and both understand and respect the roles of other 
vessels. 

2.5. Infringements of this code of conduct may be reported to the relevant section leader 
who, in the case of major or repeated non-compliance of a particular skipper or crew, 
will report them to the Field of Play Manager. Such offenders may be reassigned to 
other duties or, in severe cases, have their accreditation withdrawn. 

2.6. No passengers may go out on any support boat without the explicit permission of the 
Field of Play manager. This will not normally be granted unless the individual’s role 
requires them to be afloat. 

3.3.3.3. General safety guidelinesGeneral safety guidelinesGeneral safety guidelinesGeneral safety guidelines    

3.1. All skippers should attend the daily briefing run by their section leader to understand: 

3.1.1 The racing schedule for the day, and in particular the allocation of classes to 
specific courses and proposed starting times; 

3.1.2 Allocated roles / designated working areas / course area(s) for the day; 

3.1.3 The weather forecast to ensure that adequate clothing is taken afloat for the 
possible range of conditions. 
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3.2. The safety operating procedures document sets out the standard safety guidelines for 
the event and the procedures that will operate in the event of emergencies. Drivers in 
particular should familiarise themselves with this document and ensure they adhere to 
the guidelines. 

3.3. All boats have a safety responsibility. In the event of spotting a boat in distress, a 
vessel should: 

3.3.1 Offer immediate assistance if the situation is life threatening and it is safe to 
do so; 

3.3.2 Call for assistance through Race Control or the standard marine Channel 16 
processes for incidents involving non-Olympic traffic outside the Competition 
Areas of the Field of Play. The location should be given using the grid 
reference from the supplied chart where possible, or if that is not available 
latitude / longitude coordinates. 

3.4. All support boats shall act as a safety boat in support of rescue operations upon 
request from race management. 

4.4.4.4. Security considerationsSecurity considerationsSecurity considerationsSecurity considerations    

4.1. The London 2012 Olympic Sailing Competition: Competition Area Regulations will 
apply: 

4.1.1 All broadcast, media and support boats shall remain in the Competition 
Areas at all times whilst afloat. 

4.1.2 All marshal boats shall remain in the Competition Areas at all times whilst 
afloat unless specifically deployed to manage the Gate or the Competition 
Areas boundaries. 

4.1.3 Boats shall not cross from the marina to the Harbour course area or from the 
Nothe course area to the Weymouth Bay course areas when the Harbour and 
Bay Gate crossing points defined in the Competition Area Regulations are 
closed to Olympic traffic. 

4.1.4 Any boat crossing the boundary of the Competition Areas shall be subject to 
security quarantine and search before being allowed back into the 
Weymouth and Portland Sailing venue. 

4.2. All accredited boats have a security responsibility. In the event of observing anything 
suspicious, immediately notify Race Control on your standard radio channel. The 
location should be given using the grid reference from the supplied chart where 
possible, or if that is not available latitude / longitude coordinates. 

5.5.5.5. Positioning whilst underwayPositioning whilst underwayPositioning whilst underwayPositioning whilst underway    

5.1. Any boat underway shall comply with local harbour and marina regulations. In 
particular: 
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5.1.1 Speed limits shall be respected in the marina (Dead Slow) and inside the 
yellow harbour buoys (6 knots); and 

5.1.2 All boats shall obey instructions from any security or government marine 
safety official. 

5.2. Whilst underway when transiting to or from a course area, all boats shall keep at least 
150 metres from any racing boat. 

5.3. When passing through a course area where racing is underway, a boat shall remain 
within 20 metres of the boundary of the Competition Area.  

5.4. The impact on racing boats must be minimised at all times. This may necessitate dead 
slow speed or stopping completely in some situations. 

5.5. Ensure sufficient time is allowed to transit to the designated course area, allowing for 
possible delays at the Portland Marina and Weymouth Bay Gates. Transit times 
between the Olympic Marina and the race courses areas are set out in Appendix A. 

6.6.6.6. Positioning on a Course AreaPositioning on a Course AreaPositioning on a Course AreaPositioning on a Course Area    

6.1. There is a defined priority order for Race Official, media and support boats on a 
course area. The diagrams in Appendix B illustrate the relative positions at various 
marks of the course. Further information for each type of media or support boat is also 
provided in the following sections. 

6.2. The course will be displayed on the race committee boat before the race starts. This 
will consist of a letter to designate the type of course, and a number which will be the 
number of laps required. The various course types are illustrated in Appendix C. The 
course type and number of laps should be checked prior to the race starting. 

7.7.7.7. Additional driver responsibilitiesAdditional driver responsibilitiesAdditional driver responsibilitiesAdditional driver responsibilities    

7.1. Before leaving the dock: 

7.1.1 Ensure that both the function (eg OBS, media, marshal, spectator) and boat 
number identification flags are hoisted and visible. 

7.1.2 Ensure that the radio is working with battery charged (where relevant) and 
that you are aware of the radio frequencies that you will be required to 
monitor. 

7.1.3 Check that there is sufficient fuel for the proposed activities for the day plus 
appropriate contingency. 

7.1.4 Complete a functional boat check eg oil, bilge pumps. 

7.2. All drivers of RIBs or other open boats shall wear kill cords at all times when motoring. 

7.3. On return to the marina: 

7.3.1 Refuel the boat if necessary; 
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7.3.2 Tidy and wash the boat down if appropriate; 

7.3.3 Return boat keys to the designated location, and report any boat defects; 

7.3.4 Place any rubbish in the correct disposal facilities;  

7.3.5 Report any on the water incidents or issues to your section leader before 
departing for the day. 

8.8.8.8. Wider responsibilitiesWider responsibilitiesWider responsibilitiesWider responsibilities    

8.1. Sustainability and the environment should be considered and actions taken to minimise 
any adverse impact: 

8.1.1 Fuel containers shall only be re-filled at the green area at the fuel berth. 

8.1.2 Any fuel or oil spillage shall be reported immediately to Race Control. 

8.1.3 No oily bilge water shall be discharged. 

8.1.4 Navigate carefully around any wildlife on the water. Dolphins or seals should 
not be approached. 

8.1.5 Pick up any rubbish seen in the water for disposal on return to shore. 
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Section 3:Section 3:Section 3:Section 3:    Broadcast and Broadcast and Broadcast and Broadcast and Media boat guidelinesMedia boat guidelinesMedia boat guidelinesMedia boat guidelines    

9.9.9.9. Before going afloatBefore going afloatBefore going afloatBefore going afloat    

9.1. Read Section 2: Information for all Boats. 

9.2. Understand the priorities for boat positioning around start / finish areas and race 
marks for each of mark boats, TV, photo, written press and spectator boats. 

9.2.1 All drivers and racing guides for press and photo boats shall attend an event 
briefing session and take part in a pre-event practice sessions. 

9.3. Confirm which media boat zone(s) will be applicable for the designated course area(s) 
of the day, and any pre-assigned boat placement. 

9.3.1 Press and photo boats will be assigned to follow a particular Class of racing 
on any given competition day. The provisional plan will be published on 
27 July and a printed daily plan will be given to each boat. 

9.3.2 Media personnel should sign up for their preferred press or photo boat by 
22:00 the day before. The provisional media boat plan will be re-confirmed by 
20:00 on the evening of each competition day and then being finalised at 
10:00 after the daily morning field of play (FOP) media briefing. Late sign-ups 
may be accepted but LOCOG cannot guarantee that space will be available. 

9.3.3 OBS is coordinating separate arrangements for broadcast representatives. 

9.4. Attend the FOP media briefing to understand the planned racing programme and the 
key potential media opportunities for the day. This briefing will outline the movement of 
boats for the day, including Classes, courses and time on the water. 

10.10.10.10. Boat SafetyBoat SafetyBoat SafetyBoat Safety    

10.1. Before leaving the dock, the designated driver or racing guide will be given the 
printed plan for the day and should: 

10.1.1 Ensure that everyone on board is appropriately dressed for the expected 
weather and sea conditions. 

10.1.2 Confirm the course area(s) and position(s) that the boat will be visiting. 

10.1.3 Complete a safety briefing including the use of PFDs and that these must be 
worn at all times by passengers and crew in RIBs and other open boats whilst 
underway. 

10.1.4 Explain the safe areas to sit and stand, in particular the use of hand holds 
and the importance of not distracting the driver or interfering with his vision. 

10.1.5 Explain the man overboard procedure and what to do in the event of fire. 
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10.1.6 Advise broadcast or media passengers of the restrictions in positioning and 
constraints in boat movement in order to comply with the ‘fairness of 
competition’ principle. 

10.1.7 Confirm arrangements for equipment protection, food and drink. 

10.2. Ensure the on shore section leader is aware when leaving the dock of the boat’s 
destination and number of passengers on board. 

11.11.11.11. Boat PositioningBoat PositioningBoat PositioningBoat Positioning    ––––    all all all all areasareasareasareas    

11.1. Ensure the boat departs from the dock with sufficient time to ensure that it is possible 
whilst observing the speed limits to get into the appropriate position on the designated 
course area before the race sequence starts. 

11.2. With the exception of OBS boats flying a pink flag, broadcast and media boats may 
not enter the racing area after the warning signal and before the finish of the last boat 
on that course. The racing area is defined as 50 metres outside any course that a 
racing boat might make. 

11.3. On arrival at the course area, position the boat correctly within the appropriate official 
media boat zone (see appendix B) in advance of the race commencing, with 
consideration of the key potential media opportunities for the day outlined in the 
morning’s FOP media briefing. 

11.4. When in the designated position, hold the position using low revs taking into account 
the effects of wind and any tidal current. 

11.5. Ensure that any wash or wind shadow is kept to an absolute minimum particularly near 
marks and in light weather or flat sea conditions 

11.6. If arriving late to a particular viewing area, the boat should not be positioned on the 
course side of previously positioned boats performing the same role. 

11.7. Where possible and appropriate, a driver or racing guide should assist the broadcast 
or media personnel on board by explaining the racing underway. 

11.8. Changes to racing, including postponements and course changes, will be 
communicated to press and photo boats by the on-shore coordinator via the dedicated 
VHF radio channel. 

11.9. Obey any instructions from official race management, marshal or security personnel. 

11.9.1 Marshals have green and red bats which will normally be used in preference 
to verbal communication to indicate concerns. 

11.9.2 A green bat means there are no problems. 

11.9.3 A red bat means something is wrong and needs correcting. For example: the 
boat is in an unacceptable position or is generating an unacceptable level of 
wash. 
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11.10. Navigate at 5 knots or less within the designated media boat zones (see diagrams). 
 

11.11. When transiting between different viewing areas on a particular course, at a speed 
greater than 5 knots, boats must pass at least 150 metres away from any boat racing 
(see Appendix B). 

12.12.12.12. Boat positioning Boat positioning Boat positioning Boat positioning ----    NotNotNotNothe and Portland Harbour course ahe and Portland Harbour course ahe and Portland Harbour course ahe and Portland Harbour course areasreasreasreas    

12.1. On the Nothe and Harbour race areas, the number of broadcast and media boats at 
the windward or leeward end of the course will be limited. These numbers will be 
published in advance. Boats will be assigned an end of the race course prior to going 
afloat and must remain in this area. Broadcast and media representatives should 
ensure they understand and respect these limitations before going afloat. 

12.1.1  Boats may only transit between designated viewing areas at their assigned 
end of the course. 

13.13.13.13. Actions on return to shoreActions on return to shoreActions on return to shoreActions on return to shore    

13.1. On return to the marina, unload passengers and ensure lifejackets and any 
waterproofs are returned. 

13.2. Report to your designated manager and: 

13.2.1 Confirm return to shore; 

13.2.2 Report any impact your boat has had on racing athletes, even where 
inadvertent; 

13.2.3 Report any other issues encountered whilst afloat. 
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Section 4:Section 4:Section 4:Section 4:    Marshal boat guidelinesMarshal boat guidelinesMarshal boat guidelinesMarshal boat guidelines    

14.14.14.14. Before going afloatBefore going afloatBefore going afloatBefore going afloat    

14.1. Read Section 2: Information for all Boats. 

14.2. Understand the safety procedures and guidelines for the competition. 

14.3. Understand the zoning of the viewing area and ensure copies of the relevant diagrams 
are on board the boat. 

14.4. Review the guidelines for other boats to ensure understanding of the directions they are 
operating under. 

14.5. At least one person from each marshal boat should attend the morning marshal 
briefing. It is essential that at the end of the briefing a boat has a clear understanding 
of: 

14.5.1 Its course allocation(s) for the day; 

14.5.2 The race programme (s) on the allocated courses, and any particular points of 
interest or note; 

14.5.3 The weather forecast. 

14.6. Confirm the transit time to the course and ensure the boat leaves the dock early 
enough to get to the designated course area in time for the required pre-race activity 
(see also paragraph 5.5). 

15.15.15.15. Boat SafetyBoat SafetyBoat SafetyBoat Safety    

15.1. Ensure all on board are familiar with the London 2012 Sailing Competition safety 
manual. 

15.2. Before leaving the dock, the designated person in charge should alert the Chief Course 
Marshal if there is any change to the regular crew or intended destination. 

15.3. When motoring, all on board shall wear PFDs, and the driver shall wear a kill cord. 

16.16.16.16. PrePrePrePre----race activity on the waterrace activity on the waterrace activity on the waterrace activity on the water        

16.1. On arrival at the designated course area, the course marshals should confirm 
positioning arrangements with the senior marshal boat for that course. 

16.2. The senior course marshal should consult with the Course Race officer to agree the 
position for the coach boat zone then lay limit marks appropriately. 

16.3. Understand the zoning of the viewing area and have the relevant diagram to hand.    
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17.17.17.17. During competitionDuring competitionDuring competitionDuring competition    

17.1. Keep focused on the designated zone allocated to your boat and avoid being 
distracted by racing or other incidents. 

17.2. Even when taking action due to an incident, remain conscious of the potential impact 
of the marshal boat wash on athletes’ boats. 

17.3. Anticipate what the situation will be when athletes next arrive into the zone, and 
identify potential out of position boats early. If boats are already at an acceptable 
point, acknowledge that whilst making clear no further movement forward is 
appropriate. 

17.4. When communicating with media or spectator boats gestures are usually more 
effective than shouting. Green and red signal bats will be provided for all marshal 
boats; show a green bat to indicate the situation is acceptable, and a red bat to 
indicate something is unacceptable (position, speed, wash etc). 

17.5. Only have one person do the communication; keep it simple, be positive, polite and 
smile! 

17.6.  If there is an incident, go alongside afterwards and communicate with the driver 
quietly but authoritatively. Make a note of the incident including the time, course, 
mark, number of the media boat and nature of incident.  

17.7. Report any serious or repeated infringements of these rules to the course marshal 
leader after the race or on return to shore. 

17.8. Whilst the primary focus is boats within the Competition Areas, be alert for potential 
impact from boats outside the Areas, either creating wash or wind shadow onto the 
course. If close enough, communicate with the boat directly and ask them to slow 
down / move. If not, inform Race Control (call sign ‘Bridge’) who will notify the 
marshal team managing the external boundary. 

17.9. Marshals should take particular note of the security guidance in paragraph 4. If an 
incident is at risk of impacting racing and it is safe to do so, having informed Race 
Control, a marshal boat should stay in place to monitor the situation until relieved by a 
police or other security services boat: 

17.9.1 Keep in sight any encroaching boat or other vessel; 

17.9.2 If there is a swimmer in the water, keep your boat between the swimmer and 
the fleet and stay near to the person until relieved by a police or other security 
services boat. 

18.18.18.18. Boat manoeuvringBoat manoeuvringBoat manoeuvringBoat manoeuvring    

18.1. Obey any instructions from official race management or security personnel. 

18.2. If it is necessary to move whilst boats are racing, at a speed greater than 5 knots, 
boats must pass at least 150 metres away any boat racing (see diagrams). 
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18.3. On the Nothe and Portland Harbour race areas, boats are not permitted to move 
between the windward and leeward areas after the warning signal for a fleet race (5 
minutes pre start) or the attention signal for a match race (7 minutes pre start). 

18.4. Whilst underway when transiting to or from a course area, all boats shall keep at least 
150 metres from any racing boat. 

18.5. When passing through a course area where racing is underway, a boat shall remain 
within 20 metres of the boundary of the Competition Area.  

18.6. The impact on racing boats must be minimised at all times. This may necessitate dead 
slow speed or stopping completely in some situations. 

19.19.19.19. Actions on return to shoreActions on return to shoreActions on return to shoreActions on return to shore    

19.1. On return to shore, a marshal should report to the Course Marshal Leader or his 
designate to: 

19.1.1 Confirm return to shore; 

19.1.2 Report any instances where media or other support boats were seen to impact 
on racing athletes, even where inadvertent; 

19.1.3 Report any impact on racing from your own boat; 

19.1.4 Report any other issues encountered whilst afloat. 
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Section 5:Section 5:Section 5:Section 5:    Olympic Family and International Sailing Federation: Olympic Family and International Sailing Federation: Olympic Family and International Sailing Federation: Olympic Family and International Sailing Federation: 
spectator spectator spectator spectator boat guidelinesboat guidelinesboat guidelinesboat guidelines    

20.20.20.20. Before going afloatBefore going afloatBefore going afloatBefore going afloat    

20.1. Read Section 2: Information for all Boats. 

20.2. Understand the priorities for boat positioning around start / finish areas and race 
marks for mark boats and media boats, including written media. 

20.3. Attend the FOP media briefing to understand the planned racing programme and the 
key potential spectator opportunities for the day. 

21.21.21.21. Boat safetyBoat safetyBoat safetyBoat safety    

21.1. Before leaving the dock, the designated person in charge should: 

21.1.1 Ensure that everyone on board is appropriately dressed for the expected 
weather and sea conditions. 

21.1.2 Confirm the course area(s) and position(s) if appropriate that the boat will be 
visiting. 

21.1.3 Explain the safety arrangements on board including the storage and use of 
PFDs and lifeboats. 

21.1.4 Explain the man overboard procedure and what to do in the event of fire 

21.1.5 Advise spectator of the restrictions in positioning and constraints in boat 
movement in order to comply with the ‘fairness of competition’ principle. 

22.22.22.22. Boat positioningBoat positioningBoat positioningBoat positioning    

22.1. Ensure the spectator organisers are aware when the boat should leave the dock in a 
timely fashion to ensure that it is possible to get into the appropriate position on the 
designated course area before the race sequence starts, taking account of the Marina 
Gate and Bay Gate restrictions that may be in force. 

22.2. On arrival at the course area, position the boat correctly within the appropriate official 
boat zone, in advance of the race commencing, with consideration of the key potential 
viewing opportunities for the day outlined in the morning’s FOP media briefing.    

22.3. When in the designated position, hold the position using low revs taking into account 
the effects of wind and any tidal current. 

22.4. Ensure that any wash or wind shadow is kept to an absolute minimum particularly near 
marks and in light weather or flat sea conditions 

22.5. If arriving late to a particular viewing area, a spectator boat must not position itself on 
the course side of previously positioned boats. 
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23.23.23.23. Boat manoeuvringBoat manoeuvringBoat manoeuvringBoat manoeuvring    

23.1. Obey any instructions from official race management, marshal or security personnel. 

23.1.1 Marshals have green and red bats which will normally be used in preference 
to verbal communication to indicate concerns. 

23.1.2 A green bat means there are no problems. 

23.1.3 A red bat means something is wrong and needs correcting. For example: the 
boat is in an unacceptable position or is generating an unacceptable level of 
wash. 

23.2. Navigate at 5 knots or less within the designated media and spectator boat zones (see 
Appendix B). 
 

23.3. When transiting between different viewing areas on a particular course, at a speed 
greater than 5 knots, boats must pass at least 150 metres away any boat racing). 

23.4. On the Nothe and Portland Harbour race area, boats are not permitted to move 
between the windward and leeward areas after the warning signal for a fleet race (5 
minutes pre start) or the attention signal for a match race (7 minutes pre start). 

23.5. Whilst underway when transiting to or from a course area, all boats shall keep at least 
150 metres from any racing boat. 

23.6. When passing through a course area where racing is underway, a boat shall remain 
within 20 metres of the boundary of the Competition Area.  

23.7. The impact on racing boats must be minimised at all times. This may necessitate dead 
slow speed or stopping completely in some situations. 

24.24.24.24. Actions on return to shoreActions on return to shoreActions on return to shoreActions on return to shore    

24.1. On return to the marina, unload passengers and ensure lifejackets and any 
waterproofs are returned. 

24.2. Report to your designated manager and: 

24.2.1 Confirm return to shore; 

24.2.2 Report any impact your boat has had on racing athletes, even where 
inadvertent; 

24.2.3 Report any other issues encountered whilst afloat. 
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Section Section Section Section 6666::::    Omega repeater boat guidelinesOmega repeater boat guidelinesOmega repeater boat guidelinesOmega repeater boat guidelines    

25.25.25.25. Before going afloatBefore going afloatBefore going afloatBefore going afloat    

25.1. Read Section 2: Information for all Boats. 

25.2. Understand the priorities for boat positioning around start / finish areas and race 
marks for mark, media and spectator boats. 

25.3. Attend the Course Race Officer briefing to understand the planned racing programme 
for the day. 

26.26.26.26. Boat safetyBoat safetyBoat safetyBoat safety    

26.1. Ensure all on board are familiar with the London 2012 Sailing Competition safety 
manual. 

26.2. Confirm the course area(s) that your designated fleet will be using. 

26.3. Before leaving the dock, the designated person in charge should alert the Course 
Safety Leader if there is any change to the regular crew or intended destination. 

26.4. Ensure all understand: 

26.4.1 The safety arrangements on board including the storage and use of PFDs and 
lifeboats; 

26.4.2 The man overboard procedure and what to do in the event of fire. 

27.27.27.27. Boat positioningBoat positioningBoat positioningBoat positioning    

27.1. Ensure the boat leaves the dock in a timely fashion to ensure that it is possible to get 
into an appropriate position on the designated course area in sufficient time to do pre-
race checks, taking account of the Portland Marina Gate and Weymouth Bay Gate 
restrictions that may be in force (see paragraph 5.5). 

27.2. On arrival at the course area, position the boat close to the start boat and check with 
Omega that all systems are working correctly. 

27.3. Follow Omega instructions regarding boat positioning whilst ensuring minimal impact 
on the racing fleet or other official boats, including media and spectator boats: 

27.3.1 Whilst in a designated position, hold the position using low revs taking into 
account the effects of wind and any tidal current. 

27.3.2 Ensure that any wash or wind shadow is kept to an absolute minimum 
particularly near marks and in light weather or flat sea conditions 

27.4. Wherever possible, the boat should be positioned outside the racing area and any 
designated areas for media, spectator or coach boats. 
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27.5. On the Nothe or Portland Harbour race areas, the boat should aim to adopt a single 
position for the entire race and avoid movement between the windward and leeward 
areas after the warning signal for a fleet race (5 minutes pre start) or the attention 
signal for a match race (7 minutes pre start) in normal situations. 

27.5.1 In exception, under Omega advice, movement may occur but any transit 
activity should be within 20 metres of the boundary of the Competition Area, 
as far as possible from the spectator viewing area. 

28.28.28.28. Boat manoBoat manoBoat manoBoat manoeuvringeuvringeuvringeuvring    

28.1. Obey any instructions from official race management, marshal or security personnel. 

28.2. Navigate at 5 knots or less within the designated media boat zones (see diagrams). 

28.3. When transiting between different areas on a particular course, at a speed greater 
than 5 knots, boats must pass at least 150 metres away from any boat racing (see 
diagrams). 

28.4. Whilst underway when transiting to or from a course area, all boats shall keep at least 
150 metres from any racing boat. 

28.5. When passing through a course area where racing is underway, a boat shall remain 
within 20 metres of the boundary of the Competition Area.  

28.6. The impact on racing boats must be minimised at all times. This may necessitate dead 
slow speed or stopping completely in some situations. 

29.29.29.29. Actions on return Actions on return Actions on return Actions on return to shoreto shoreto shoreto shore    

29.1. On return to shore, the repeater boat should attend the Course Race Officer de-brief 
and also check in with the Omega sail master: 

29.1.1 Confirm return to shore to the Course Safety Leader; 

29.1.2 Report any issues encountered from an Omega perspective whilst afloat; 

29.1.3 Report any boat issues to the boat equipment management team. 
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Section 7Section 7Section 7Section 7::::    Omega support boat guidelinesOmega support boat guidelinesOmega support boat guidelinesOmega support boat guidelines    

30.30.30.30. Before going afloatBefore going afloatBefore going afloatBefore going afloat    

30.1. Read Section 2: Information for all Boats. 

30.2. Attend the super-sub leader briefing to understand the planned racing programme for 
the day. 

30.3. Check in with Omega management to understand any particular activities planned for 
the day. 

30.4. Confirm the stand by location for your boat during the day.  

31.31.31.31. Boat safetyBoat safetyBoat safetyBoat safety    

31.1. Ensure all on board are familiar with the London 2012 Sailing Competition safety 
manual. 

31.2. Before leaving the dock, the driver should check in with Race Control to confirm the 
total number of passengers on board and intended destination. 

31.3. Ensure all understand: 

31.3.1 The safety arrangements on board including the storage and use of PFDs and 
lifeboats; 

31.3.2 The man overboard procedure and what to do in the event of fire. 

32.32.32.32. Boat positioningBoat positioningBoat positioningBoat positioning    

32.1. Recognise that the time required for passage to and from course areas will need to 
take account of the Marina Gate and Bay Gate restrictions that may be in force. 

32.2. On arrival at the course area, position the boat as requested by the Omega technician 
whilst at all times avoiding any impact on athletes or other support boats. 

32.3. If work on board a committee boat will take some time, leave the Omega technician 
on board and move away to wait for the work to be completed. Wherever possible, 
the boat should be positioned outside the racing area and any designated areas for 
media, spectator or coach boats. 

32.4. If required to attend the Nothe or Portland Harbour race areas, the boat should adopt 
a single position for the entire race unless there is an immediate requirement for 
Omega technician support elsewhere. In particular, movement between the windward 
and leeward areas after the warning signal for a fleet race (5 minutes pre start) or the 
attention signal for a match race (7 minutes pre start) should be avoided in normal 
situations. 

32.5. In exception, under Omega advice, movement may occur but any transit activity 
should be within 20 metres of the boundary of the Competition Area, as far as 
possible from the spectator viewing area. 
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33.33.33.33. Boat manoeuvringBoat manoeuvringBoat manoeuvringBoat manoeuvring    

33.1. Obey any instructions from official race management, marshal or security personnel. 

33.2. Navigate at 5 knots or less within the designated media boat zones (see diagrams). 

33.3. When transiting between different areas on a particular course, at a speed greater 
than 5 knots, boats must pass at least 150 metres away from any boat racing (see 
diagrams). 

33.4. Whilst underway when transiting to or from a course area, all boats shall keep at least 
150 metres from any racing boat. 

33.5. When passing through a course area where racing is underway, a boat shall remain 
within 20 metres of the boundary of the Competition Area.  

33.6. The impact on racing boats must be minimised at all times. This may necessitate dead 
slow speed or stopping completely in some situations. 

34.34.34.34. Actions on return to shoreActions on return to shoreActions on return to shoreActions on return to shore    

34.1. On return to shore, the Omega support boat driver should: 

34.1.1 Confirm return to shore to Race Control; 

34.1.2 Report any impact your boat has had on racing athletes, even where 
inadvertent to the super sub leader; 

34.1.3 Report any other issues encountered whilst afloat to the super sub leader; 

34.1.4 Report any boat issues to the boat equipment management team. 
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Section 8Section 8Section 8Section 8::::    Super subSuper subSuper subSuper sub    and onand onand onand on----water water water water medic medic medic medic boat boat boat boat guidelinesguidelinesguidelinesguidelines    

35.35.35.35. Before going afloatBefore going afloatBefore going afloatBefore going afloat    

35.1. Read Section 2: Information for all Boats. 

35.2. Understand the guidelines for boat positioning around start / finish areas and race 
marks for mark, media, spectator and coach boats. 

35.3. Attend the super-sub leader briefing to understand the planned racing programme for 
the day. 

35.4. Confirm the stand by location(s) that your boat has been assigned for the day.  

36.36.36.36. Boat safetyBoat safetyBoat safetyBoat safety    

36.1. Ensure all on board are familiar with the London 2012 Sailing Competition safety 
manual. 

36.2. Before leaving the dock, the driver should check in with Race Control to confirm the 
total number of passengers on board and intended destination. 

36.3. Ensure all understand: 

36.3.1 The safety arrangements on board including the storage and use of PFDs and 
lifeboats; 

36.3.2 The man overboard procedure and what to do in the event of fire. 

37.37.37.37. Boat positioningBoat positioningBoat positioningBoat positioning    

37.1. Ensure the boat leaves the dock in a timely fashion to ensure that it is possible to get 
into the required stand-by location an hour before racing starts, taking account of the 
Marina Gate and Bay Gate restrictions that may be in force. 

37.2. Minimise impact on the racing fleet or other official boats, including media and 
spectator boats at all times: 

37.2.1 Whilst in a designated position, hold the position using low revs taking into 
account the effects of wind and any tidal current. 

37.2.2 Ensure that any wash or wind shadow is kept to an absolute minimum 
particularly near marks and in light weather or flat sea conditions 

37.2.3 Wherever possible, the boat should be positioned outside the racing area 
and any designated areas for media, spectator or coach boats. 

37.3. On the Nothe or Portland Harbour race areas, the boat should aim to adopt a single 
position for the entire race and avoid movement between the windward and leeward 
areas after the warning signal for a fleet race (5 minutes pre start) or the attention 
signal for a match race (7 minutes pre start) in normal situations. 
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37.3.1 In exception, under Race Control advice, movement may occur but any transit 
activity should be within 20 metres of the boundary of the Competition Area, 
as far as possible from the spectator viewing area. 

38.38.38.38. Boat manoeuvringBoat manoeuvringBoat manoeuvringBoat manoeuvring    

38.1. Navigate at 5 knots or less within the designated media boat zones (see Appendix B). 

38.2. When transiting between different areas on a particular course, at a speed greater 
than 5 knots, boats must pass at least 150 metres away from any boat racing (see 
diagrams). 

38.3. Whilst underway when transiting to or from a course area, all boats shall keep at least 
150 metres from any racing boat. 

38.4. When passing through a course area where racing is underway, a boat shall remain 
within 20 metres of the boundary of the Competition Area.  

38.5. The impact on racing boats must be minimised at all times. This may necessitate dead 
slow speed or stopping completely in some situations. 

39.39.39.39. Actions on return to shoreActions on return to shoreActions on return to shoreActions on return to shore    

39.1. On return to shore, the boat should: 

39.1.1 Confirm return to shore to Race Control; 

39.1.2 Attend the super sub leader de-brief; 

39.1.3 Report any impact your boat has had on racing athletes, even where 
inadvertent to the super sub leader; 

39.1.4 Report any other issues encountered whilst afloat to the super sub leader; 

39.1.5 Report any boat issues to the boat equipment management team. 
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Appendix A: Course Transit TimesAppendix A: Course Transit TimesAppendix A: Course Transit TimesAppendix A: Course Transit Times    

A1A1A1A1    Marina Berth to Harbour Crossing GateMarina Berth to Harbour Crossing GateMarina Berth to Harbour Crossing GateMarina Berth to Harbour Crossing Gate    

RouteRouteRouteRoute    Distance in Distance in Distance in Distance in 
NMNMNMNM    

Time at Time at Time at Time at     
4 knots4 knots4 knots4 knots    

Berth to marina entrance and 
Harbour crossing Gate 

0.3 5 minutes 

A2A2A2A2    Harbour Crossing Gate to Harbour or Nothe CoursesHarbour Crossing Gate to Harbour or Nothe CoursesHarbour Crossing Gate to Harbour or Nothe CoursesHarbour Crossing Gate to Harbour or Nothe Courses    

Time allowed should recognise: 
• The need to remain within speed limits; 
• The need to transit around the course edge if racing is underway; 
• The potential waiting time should the Gate be closed to Olympic traffic. 

Start point / rStart point / rStart point / rStart point / routeouteouteoute Distance in Distance in Distance in Distance in 
NMNMNMNM 

Time at Time at Time at Time at     
4 knots4 knots4 knots4 knots 

Time at Time at Time at Time at     
5 knots5 knots5 knots5 knots 

Time at Time at Time at Time at     
6 knots6 knots6 knots6 knots    

Marina Gate to North Ship 
Channel – direct 

1.6 24 minutes 19 minutes 16 minutes 

Marina Gate to North Ship 
Channel – around edge 
when racing 

2.1 32 minutes    25 minutes    21 minutes    

North ship channel to near 
point Nothe course  

0.3 5 minutes    4 minutes    3 minutes    

North ship channel to far 
point Nothe course 

1.0 15 minutes    12 minutes    10 minutes    

A3A3A3A3    Bay Crossing Gate to Bay Crossing Gate to Bay Crossing Gate to Bay Crossing Gate to Weymouth Bay CoursesWeymouth Bay CoursesWeymouth Bay CoursesWeymouth Bay Courses    

Time allowed should recognise: 
• The need to remain within speed limits; 
• The need to transit around the course edges if racing is underway; 
• The potential waiting time should the Gate be closed to Olympic traffic. 

Start point / routeStart point / routeStart point / routeStart point / route Distance in Distance in Distance in Distance in 
NMNMNMNM 

Time at Time at Time at Time at     
5 knots5 knots5 knots5 knots 

Time at Time at Time at Time at     
8 knots8 knots8 knots8 knots 

Time at Time at Time at Time at     
10 knots10 knots10 knots10 knots    

Bay Gate to near point 
Weymouth Bay West 

0.5 6 minutes 4 minutes 3 minutes 

Bay Gate to far point 
Weymouth Bay West 

2.5 30 minutes 19 minutes 15 minutes 

Bay Gate to near point 
Weymouth Bay South 

1.0 12 minutes 8 minutes 6 minutes 

Bay Gate to far point 
Weymouth Bay South 

4.0 48 minutes 30 minutes 24 minutes 

Bay Gate to near point 
Weymouth Bay East 

3.0 36 minutes 23 minutes 18 minutes 

Bay Gate to far point 
Weymouth Bay East 

6.0 72 minutes 45 minutes 36 minutes 
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Note that the various times need to be added together to calculate total transit time, eg: 

• Marina to near end of Nothe:  
o Marina transit 5 minutes, plus  
o Harbour Gate wait 15 minutes, plus  
o Transit across harbour course at 5 knots 19 minutes, plus 
o North ship channel to Nothe near point at 5 knots 4 minutes 
o Total time 43 minutes 

 
• Marina to far end Weymouth Bay West:  

o Marina transit 5 minutes, plus  
o Harbour Gate wait 15 minutes, plus  
o Transit across harbour course at 5 knots 19 minutes, plus 
o North ship channel to Nothe far point at 5 knots 12 minutes, plus 
o Bay Gate wait time 20 minutes, plus 
o Bay Gate to far point Weymouth Bay West at 10 knots 15 minutes 
o Total time 86 minutes 
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Appendix B: Appendix B: Appendix B: Appendix B: Media and Support Boat Positioning Media and Support Boat Positioning Media and Support Boat Positioning Media and Support Boat Positioning DiagramsDiagramsDiagramsDiagrams    

The following diagrams illustrate the positions for media and support boats at marks of the 
course: 

• The first diagram illustrates the re relative priorities of different types of media boats. 
These apply at any mark. 

• The following diagrams then show allowed zones at the start; a windward mark; a 
leeward gate; or the finish. 

In all cases, the only boats allowed course side of the boundary line are: 

• Race official boats where it is essential for them to do their official duties (eg mark 
layers); 

• TV boats flying a pink flag in addition to the OBS  
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Appendix CAppendix CAppendix CAppendix C: Course Illustrations: Course Illustrations: Course Illustrations: Course Illustrations    
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Length and angle of finish leg is variable for LG and LR courses. 


